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Hotel hackers redirect guests to fake
Booking.com to steal cards

Security researchers discovered a multi-step information stealing campaign where hackers

breach the systems of hotels, booking sites, and travel agencies and then use their access to

go after �nancial data belonging to customers.

By using this indirect approach and a fake Booking.com payment page, cybercriminals have

found a combination that ensures a signi�cantly better success rate at collecting credit card

information.

Typically, researchers observed info-stealer campaigns that targeted the hospitality industry

(e.g. Hotels, travel agencies) using “advanced social engineering techniques” to deliver info-

stealing malware.

Read More
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More #News

Fake celebrity photo leak videos �ood TikTok with Temu referral codes

Evasive Gelsemium hackers spotted in attack against Asian govt

Air Canada discloses data breach of employee and 'certain records'

Pizza Hut Australia warns 193,000 customers of a data breach

 

#Breach Log

T-Mobile denies new data breach rumors, points to authorized retailer

National Student Clearinghouse data breach impacts 890 schools

Dallas says Royal ransomware breached its network using stolen account

 

#Patch Time!

Recently patched Apple, Chrome zero-days exploited in spyware attacks

Microsoft Copilot rolls out with Windows 11 22H2 update next week

GitLab urges users to install security updates for critical pipeline �aw

 

#Tech and #Tools

Thousands of Juniper devices vulnerable to unauthenticated RCE �aw

Crypto �rm Nansen asks users to reset passwords after vendor breach

T-Mobile denies new data breach rumors, points to authorized retailer
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This content was created by Kindred Group Security. Please share if you enjoyed!

Kindred Group in brief

Kindred Group is one of the world’s leading online gambling operators with business across

Europe, US and Australia, offering more than 30 million customers across 9 brands a great form

of entertainment in a safe, fair and sustainable environment. The company, which employs

about 2,000 people, is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm Large Cap and is a member of the European

Gaming and Betting Association (EGBA) and founding member of IBIA (Sports Betting Integrity

Association). Kindred Group is audited and certi�ed by eCOGRA for compliance with the 2014

EU Recommendation on Consumer Protection and Responsible Gambling (2014/478/EU). Read

more on www.kindredgroup.com.
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